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Introduction First-pass TTM Lattice Rescoring System Development Conclusion

Source-channel model of Statistical Machine Translation

I Task is to recover the source sentence S = s1, s2, . . . , sI that generated the observed
target T = t1, t2, . . . , tJ

I Typically decomposed into translation and language model probabilities:

bS = argmax
S

P(S|T) = argmax
S

P(T|S)P(S)

I These probability distributions are estimated from (word-aligned) parallel and monolingual
corpora

I Minimal translation unit is the phrase
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Transducer Translation Model (TTM)

I The Cambridge University Engineering Department phrase-based SMT system follows the
Transducer Translation Model (TTM)

I Generative model of translation

I Implemented with Weighted Finite State Transducers (WFST)

I WFSTs used for word alignment, language model, word-to-phrase segmentation, phrase
translation and reordering

I Translation is performed using libraries of standard FST operations
I No special-purpose decoder required
I Modularity. Easy to work on translation components in isolation

I Open Source WFST Toolkit 1 – www.openfst.org/

I Incorporates various second-pass lattice rescoring stages

1C. Allauzen, M. Riley, J. Schalkwyk, W. Skut , and M. Mohri (2007), OpenFst: A General and Efficient Weighted
Finite-State Transducer Library. CIAA.
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Transducer Translation Model (TTM)
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I Transformations via stochastic models implemented as WFSTs
I Built with standard WFST operations such as composition and best-path search
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TTM Component Models

Basic models:
I Source first-pass language model G
I Source phrase segmentation (unweighted) W
I Phrase translation and reordering R
I Target phrase insertion Φ

I Target phrase segmentation (unweighted) Ω

I Word penalty and phrase penalty

Decoding: A translation lattice is obtained through the series of compositions:

L = G ◦W ◦ R ◦ Φ ◦ Ω ◦ T

where T is the target sentence to translate.

⇒ the most likely translation bS is the path in L with least cost (i.e. minimum negative
log-likelihood in tropical semiring)
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First-pass Language Model (word n-Gram)

Backoff n-gram approximation : P(sI
1) ≈

Q
i P(si |si−1

i−n+1)

P(si |si−1
i−n+1) =8><>:

ρ(si
i−k+1) if c(si

i−k+1) > τ

λ(si−1
i−k+1) P(si |si−1

i−n+2) otherwise

w  wi-2     i-1
w   wi-1     i

wi

wi-1

!

wi

!wi

"

!
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Figure 2: Representation of a trigram model with failure

transitions.

The set of states of the WFA representing a backoff or

interpolated model is defined by associating a state to

each sequence of length less than found in the corpus:

Its transition set is defined as the union of the following

set of failure transitions:

and the following set of regular transitions:

where is defined by:

(4)

Figure 2 illustrates this construction for a trigram model.

Treating -transitions as regular symbols, this is a

deterministic automaton. Figure 3 shows a complete

Katz backoff bigram model built from counts taken from

the following toy corpus and using failure transitions:

s b a a a a /s

s b a a a a /s

s a /s

where s denotes the start symbol and /s the end sym-

bol for each sentence. Note that the start symbol s does

not label any transition, it encodes the history s . All

transitions labeled with the end symbol /s lead to the

single final state of the automaton.

4.3 Approximate Offline Representation

The common method used for an offline representation of

an -gram language model can be easily derived from the

representation using failure transitions by simply replac-

ing each -transition by an -transition. Thus, a transition

that could only be taken in the absence of any other alter-

native in the exact representation can now be taken re-

gardless of whether there exists an alternative transition.

Thus the approximate representation may contain paths

whose weight does not correspond to the exact probabil-

ity of the string labeling that path according to the model.

</s>

a

</s>/1.101

a/0.405

!/4.856 </s>/1.540

a/0.441

bb/1.945

a/0.287

!/0.356

<s>

a/1.108

!/0.231

b/0.693

Figure 3: Example of representation of a bigram model

with failure transitions.

Consider for example the start state in figure 3, labeled

with s . In a failure transition model, there exists only

one path from the start state to the state labeled , with a

cost of 1.108, since the transition cannot be traversed

with an input of . If the transition is replaced by an

-transition, there is a second path to the state labeled

– taking the -transition to the history-less state, then the

transition out of the history-less state. This path is not

part of the probabilistic model – we shall refer to it as an

invalid path. In this case, there is a problem, because the

cost of the invalid path to the state – the sum of the two

transition costs (0.672) – is lower than the cost of the true

path. Hence the WFA with -transitions gives a lower

cost (higher probability) to all strings beginning with the

symbol . Note that the invalid path from the state labeled

s to the state labeled has a higher cost than the correct

path, which is not a problem in the tropical semiring.

4.4 Exact Offline Representation

This section presents a method for constructing an ex-

act offline representation of an -gram language model

whose size remains practical for large-vocabulary tasks.

The main idea behind our new construction is to mod-

ify the topology of the WFA to remove any path contain-

ing -transitions whose cost is lower than the correct cost

associated by the model to the string labeling that path.

Since, as a result, the low cost path for each string will

have the correct cost, this will guarantee the correctness

of the representation in the tropical semiring.

Our construction admits two parts: the detection of the

invalid paths of the WFA, and the modification of the

topology by splitting states to remove the invalid paths.

To detect invalid paths, we determine first their initial

non- transitions. Let denote the set of -transitions

of the original automaton. Let be the set of all paths

, , leading to state such

that for all , , is the destination state of

some -transition.

Lemma 2 For an -gram language model, the number

of paths in is less than the -gram order: .

Proof. For all , let . By definition,

there is some such that . By

definition of -transitions in the model, for

all . It follows from the definition of regular transitions

that . Hence, , i.e.

WFSA Trigram 2

I each probability and back-off weight is encoded as a cost on an arc in the grammar WFST
I ρ and λ can be pre-computed and stored for reasonable sized language models
I WFST implements backoff n-gram exactly (φ is a failure arc) or approximately

For ‘reasonable’ sized LM training sets, WFST implementations work well

2C. Allauzen et al. 2003. Generalized Algorithms for Constructing Statistical Language Models. Proc. ACL
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Phrase Segmentation Transducers
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Phrase Sequence Lattice

I Phrase Segmentation Transducers convert word sequences (or lattices) into phrase
lattices according to Phrase Pair Inventory

I lattice is unweighted⇒ all segmentations equally likely in first-pass decoding
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Phrase Swapping by WFSTs 3

x 2 x 3 x 4 x 5x 1

y 2 y 3 y 4 y 5
y 1

3b = 01b = +1
2b = −1 4b = 0 5b = 0

doivent de_25_%exportations fléchir

exportations grains de_25_%doivent fléchir

grains

Associate a jump sequence bK
1 with each sequence yK

1

P(bK
1 |x

K
1 , u

K
1 ,K , s

I
1) =

QK
k=1 P(bk |bk−1, xk−1, xk , uk−1, uk )| {z }

orientation prob., estimated from alignments

0 1

x1 : x1/1− β1

x2 : x2/1− β1

x1 : x2/β1

x2 : x1/1

bk specify relative offsets

MJ-1 : maximum jump of 1

b ∈ {0,+1,−1}

Extremely simple, but

→ Properly parameterized

→ Not degenerate

3Kumar , Byrne 2005. Local phrase reordering models for statistical machine translation. HLT-EMNLP.
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Grammar constraints as LM acceptor

I often certain input word sequences are to be passed through the translation system intact

I Separate translation of Foreign-language sequences is not ideal, as it prevents long-span
translation, reordering and language models from looking accross boundaries

I Solution: Compose source language model with an additional constrained grammar
I G′ = G ◦ C, where C accepts sequences V∗ · u1 · V∗ · u2 · V∗

(V is the source language vocabulary)

I Useful to impose constraints on output and keep scores based on long-span models
I parentheses or quotes properly matched
I names correctly transliterated
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Minimum Error Training (MET)

I MET is used to adjust the relevance of each component transducer to the translation
metric (BLEU, TER, etc.)

I Effective in tuning systems to task-specific situations

Additional models for MET:
I Inverse phrase translation
I 3 phrase pair count features 4

⇒ Total of 10 scaling factors are optimized on development set (typ. 3-4 iterations)
I weights are assigned to WFST likelihoods for test translation

4O. Bender, E. Matusov, S. Hahn, S. Hasan, S. Khadivi, and H. Ney (2007). The RWTH Arabic-to-English Spoken Language
Translation System. ASRU.
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Large Language Model Rescoring

Stupid backoff zero cut-off 5-gram language model 5

Directly build sentence-specific LMs:
I Counts are extracted beforehand from all monolingual English data
I 5-grams are extracted from first-pass lattices
I All observed n-grams are kept and backoff weight α is fixed for all orders:

S(si |si−1
i−n+1) =

8>>><>>>:
#(si

i−n+1)

#(si−1
i−n+1)

if #(si
i−n+1) > 0

α S(si |si−1
i−n+2) otherwise

I equal weight interpolation with first-pass 4-gram LM
I exact search with OpenFST libraries in second-pass lattice rescoring

5T. Brants et al. 2007. Large Language Models in Machine Translation. EMNLP
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Phrasal Segmentation Model Rescoring
Assign probability to sequences of English phrases

I phrases are translatable word sequences
I complement word-based N-grams

0

1

that
5that_is_the

2that_is

3is

4

is_the
7

fundamental_problem

6

fundamental

the

the_fundamental_problem

the

the_fundamental_problem

fundamental_problem

fundamental
problem

Source phrase segmentation transducer assigns ‘bigram’ probabilities:

P(uK
1 |s

I
1) =

Y
k

P(uk | uk−1 , sK
1 )
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Model-1 Lattice-to-String Alignment Scores

IBM Model-1 is the simplest model of word alignment used in text alignment:

PM1(tJ
1 , a

J
1, J|s

I
1) = PL(J|I)

1
IJ

JY
j=1

pT (tj |saj )

It is not powerful enough to guide translation, but is useful to rank competing translation
hypotheses

I Finding the max. likelihood alignment is straighforward via dynamic programming
I For a fixed target sentence T and a translation lattice L, we can simultaneously find the

best alignment of every lattice path to the target string
I This is done with non-WFST based lattice-to-string alignment procedures to keep compact

lattice representation intact
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Minimum Bayes Risk Decoding 6

Taking the goal as BLEU maximization
I A baseline translation model to give the probabilities over translations: P(S|T)

I A set N of N-Best Translations of T
I A Loss function L(S′,S) that measures the the quality of S′ relative to S

MBR Decoder bS = argmin
S∈N

X
S′∈N

−BLEU(S′,S)P(S′|T)

bS is sometimes called the ‘consensus hypothesis’
I picks from the middle of the similar, relatively likely translation hypotheses
I must be done over an N-Best list

Rationale is to balance estimation criteria (e.g. MLE) with translation criteria (e.g. BLEU)

6S. Kumar W. Byrne. 2004. Minimum Bayes-risk decoding for statistical machine translation. HLT-NAACL
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Task Description

NIST 2008 Arabic-English MT task 7

I development set (mt02-05-tune): odd-numbered sentences of the NIST MT02 through
MT05 evaluation sets

I validation set (mt02-05-test): even-numbered sentences of the NIST MT02 through MT05
evaluation sets

I test sets: MT06 (with newswire and newsgroup subsets) and MT08

TTM system trained on all available Arabic-English data for NIST MT08
I ∼ 6M sentences, ∼ 150M words
I word-aligned using MTTK

English Language Model data includes:
I first-pass 4-gram: parallel corpus + subset from English GigaWord Third Edition (∼ 965M

words)
I second-pass zero-cutoff 5-gram: ∼ 4.7B words (newswire text)
I phrasal segmentation model: ∼ 1.8B word subset of the above text

7nist.gov/speech/tests/mt/2006 nist.gov/speech/tests/mt/2008
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Results (1)

MET and successive lattice rescoring steps
I Reordering model is MJ1 with orientation probabilities

Lowercase BLEU/TER scores over five test sets from 2002 through 2008:

Method mt02-05-tune mt02-05-test mt06-nist-nw mt06-nist-ng mt08-nist
TTM+MET 50.9 / 42.8 50.3 / 43.3 48.1 / 44.3 37.5 / 53.5 43.1 / 49.5

+5g 53.5 / 41.8 52.4 / 42.4 49.6 / 43.9 39.0 / 54.0 43.7 / 49.3
+PSM 53.9 / 42.1 53.3 / 42.7 50.1 / 44.3 39.0 / 54.7 44.3 / 49.3
+MBR 54.0 / 41.7 53.7 / 42.2 51.0 / 43.9 39.4 / 54.1 45.0 / 48.9

I Important gains from lattice rescoring (improved fluency)
I Phrasal segmentation model complements 5-gram rescoring with further (yet smaller)

gains
I Minimum Bayes Risk on the 1000-best list produces consistent gains
I Ranks among the group of top single-system entries in NIST 2008 official results
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Results (2)

Impact of orientation probabilities in reordering model
I Comparison with vs without orientation probs. (flat β1 distribution)

Lowercase BLEU/TER scores over development and validation sets:

with without
orientation probs. orientation probs.

Method mt02-05-tune mt02-05-test mt02-05-tune mt02-05-test
TTM+MET 50.9 / 42.8 50.3 / 43.3 50.4 / 43.3 50.0 / 43.8

+5g 53.5 / 41.8 52.4 / 42.4 53.0 / 42.2 52.2 / 42.8
+PSM 53.9 / 42.1 53.3 / 42.7 53.4 / 42.5 53.1 / 43.1

I Degradation of around 0.4 BLEU in MET results, sustained after rescoring
I More informed phrase reordering model produces better MET lattice
I Further improvements in reordering model expected to benefit even more from large

rescoring
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Results (3)

Impact of phrase pair count features included in MET
I Comparison with vs without phrase pair counts feats. (10 vs 7 MET parameters)

Lowercase BLEU/TER scores over development and validation sets:

with without
phrase pair cnt. phrase pair cnt.

Method mt02-05-tune mt02-05-test mt02-05-tune mt02-05-test
TTM+MET 50.9 / 42.8 50.3 / 43.3 48.9 / 43.8 48.6 / 44.1

+5g 53.5 / 41.8 52.4 / 42.4 51.5 / 42.2 51.5 / 42.7
+PSM 53.9 / 42.1 53.3 / 42.7 52.6 / 42.3 52.6 / 42.7

I Significant contribution of phrase pair count features
I Simple features produce a very useful phrase selection effect
I Better quality MET lattice⇒ better quality after rescoring
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Results (4)

Impact of Model-1 rescoring and order of rescoring steps
I Comparison of two different rescoring orders (without phrase pair counts feats.)

Lowercase BLEU/TER scores over development and validation sets:

Method mt02-05-tune mt02-05-test Method mt02-05-tune mt02-05-test
TTM+MET 48.9 / 43.8 48.6 / 44.1 TTM+MET 48.9 / 43.8 48.6 / 44.1

+MOD1 50.5 / 42.5 50.4 / 43.0 +5g 51.5 / 42.2 51.5 / 42.7
+5g 52.2 / 41.6 52.1 / 42.3 +PSM 52.6 / 42.3 52.6 / 42.7

+PSM 52.9 / 41.9 52.6 / 42.6 +MOD1 53.0 / 41.8 52.6 / 42.5

I Model-1 is beneficial when directly rescoring MET lattice
I No real improvement if applying it after 5-gram and phrasal segmentation

⇒ each of the rescoring techniques is a useful source of information

⇒ applying all techniques to the same MET lattice does not always provide gains

⇒ integration in MET prior to generating lattice would be helpful
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Efficiency Considerations
I Efficiency/Parallelization via WFSTs with sentence-specific model parameters

I Memory requirements under ∼4Gb for most sentences
I Pruning for longest sentences (∼100 words) prior to LM composition is required

I rather than via standard cost-based pruning, via minimum number of phrases
I affects around 2% of the sentences

I mt02-05-tune (∼60k words) translated in 420 minutes (12s/sent on average, parallelizable)

I Translation time per word:
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Conclusion and future work

Summary:
I CUED SMT system formulates translation as a series of transformations encoded in

WFSTs
I Decodes using standard FST operations
I Able to efficiently handle very large quantities of data
I Good performance on 2008 NIST MT Arabic-English task
I Easy to apply to translation of ASR lattices

Future Work
I Integration of phrasal segmentation model and Model-1 into MET
I Focus on reordering model (current MJ1 model does not allow long-range reordering)
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Thanks!
Questions and comments welcome.
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